
Tribal Leaders Fight to Defend Culture and Sovereignty 
141 Tribes Oppose Efforts to Undermine Tribal Protection Measures 

Summary: 
In 1978, tribal leaders and the National Congress of American Indians worked with 
Congress to create the Office of Federal Acknowledgement to facilitate federal 
recognition of tribal governments. The leaders sought to ensure that eligible tribes were 
able to obtain recognition but also expressly sought to protect legitimate tribes from 
groups making false or questionable claims.  

Now, several groups who lack a common language, evidence of native ancestry or the 
ability to meet any of the standards as a historical tribal government are seeking to avoid 
scrutiny of their claims by seeking political recognition through Congress.  

A growing coalition of 141 tribal nations is opposing any effort to circumvent the OFA 
process, saying that Congress should defer to the OFA process. While Congress certainly 
has the authority to recognize Tribes and correct any errors in the OFA process, political 
lobbying and horse-trading in Congress should not displace historical verification and 
evidence of a groups’ claims.  

“…recognition of groups claiming to be tribal nations with uncertain status as to 
historical tribes and without a close review of claims to Native ancestry imperils the 
government-to-government relationship between the United States and federally 
recognized tribal nations.” – Excerpt from Resolution of North Eastern Oklahoma Tribes, 
August 17, 2022. 

“USET has passed several resolutions supporting administrative recognition over 
legislative recognition, because administrative recognition provides an orderly 
process, administered by experts, such as ethno-historians, genealogists, 
anthropologists, and other technical staff, that is insulated from political 
considerations unrelated to the historic legitimacy of a Tribal Nation.” – Excerpt from 
Resolution of the United South and Eastern Tribes COLT), October 27, 2015. 

“As a tribal nation that was historically removed from our ancestral homelands, the 
Muscogee Nation is familiar with the risks inherent in granting federal recognition 
to a tribe that is not who they claim to be... hasty political decisions granting a group 
of people federal recognition significantly undermine the rights of legitimate tribal 
nations to protect the most sacred of sacred.” – Excerpt from letter from Muscogee 
Creek Nation to Senators Schatz and Murkowski, March 7, 2022. 



Pending Bills in Congress Demonstrate Threat to Tribal Nations 

S. 3443 - MOWA Band of Choctaw Indians Recognition Act
x Claim to be descendent from Choctaw, Cherokee, Creek, and other tribes. 
x The Office of Federal Recognition found that they bore no descendancy from any 

historical tribe and that 99% of their members had ZERO native ancestry. 
x Despite not even being Native Americans, this group is seeking recognition by 

attaching language to a must pass bill through back room political deals. 
x If successful, this group would have the right to claim the culture and identities of 

the Choctaw tribe. 
x The group would have same rights as Choctaw, Cherokee, Creek, and other 

federally recognized tribes have to the remains of their ancestors, to their 
homelands, sacred sites and many other.  

x This group would also be able to act as a sovereign nation with the authority to tax, 
incarcerate and enter government to government treaties with the United States. 

HR 2758 - Lumbee Recognition Act 
x Serious questions remain about the legitimacy of their claims. 
x The group is eligible to seek acknowledgment through the OFA process but 

refuses to submit their claims for scrutiny and instead are seeking to attach 
language to a must pass bill through back room political deals.  

x They have no evidence of being a historical tribe. They have no language, no 
treaties with the United States and no customs, songs, dances or tribal religion. 

x At different times they have claimed descendancy from four separate and 
unrelated tribes, changing their claims when challenged. For over 40 years, they 
falsely claimed to be Cherokee.  

x The group boasts nearly 100k members based on descendance from a group of 
families that historians have testified cannot be verified as Cheraw or even Native 
American at all.  

x If recognized by Congress this group would obtain rights to the remains of 
ancestors, homelands, sacred sites, culture and identity of numerous other 
legitimate tribes.  

x This group would also be able to act as a sovereign nation with the authority to tax, 
incarcerate and enter government to government treaties with the United States. 

Tribal leaders recently came together in D.C. to discuss the implications of these bills. 
Click here to see the full video of the discussion.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RgAHT5up9MfBVjCmy_moyCXJ-NGRyW05/view?usp=sharing
https://www.bia.gov/sites/default/files/dup/assets/as-ia/ofa/petition/086_mowach_AL/086_soi.pdf


List of Resolutions 
 

Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians- 2022 Winter Convention   
• September 18, 2022   

o “Opposition to Federal or State Recognition of the groups claiming to be a tribal 
nations that seek to circumvent the Department of Interior’s Office of Federal 
Acknowledgement Process”   
 

Inter-Tribal Council of Northeastern Oklahoma   
• August 17, 2022  

o “Opposition to federal or state recognition of the “Lumbee Tribe,” “MOWA Band 
of Choctaw,” or any other group claiming to be a tribal nation that seeks to 
circumvent of the Department of the Interior’s Office of Federal 
Acknowledgement (OFA) Process.” 

 
COLT: Coalition of Large Tribes  

• August 16, 2022 
o “Now therefore be it resolved, that the Coalition of Large Tribes (COLT) calls on 

Congressional Delegations to oppose the “Lumbee Recognition Act” (S. 
1364/H.R. 2758), the “MOWA Band of Choctaw Indians Recognition Act” 
(S.3443), and other federal and state actions that would circumvent the 
Department of Interior’s Office of Federal Acknowledgment (OFA) process.”  
 

The Inter-Tribal Council of the Five Civilized Tribes  
• July 15, 2022  

o “A Resolution opposing Federal or State Recognition of Groups that Claim to be 
Tribal Nations by Circumventing the Office of Federal Acknowledgment.” 
 

Tri- Council of The United Keetoowah Band of Cherokee Indians, The Eastern Band of Cherokees 
Indians, and Cherokee Nation   

• June 23, 2022  
o “A resolution opposing federal or state recognition of groups that claim to be 

tribal nations and seek to avoid or circumvent the Department of Interior’s 
Office of Federal Acknowledgement Process.” 
 

Letter on behalf of Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, Shawnee Tribe, Mississippi Band of 
Choctaw Indians, Fort Still Apache Tribe, Delaware Nation, Chickasaw Nation, Delaware Tribe of 
Indians, Fort Belknap Indian Community, Wichita and Affiliated Tribes, and United Indian 
Nations of Oklahoma Kansas, and Texas  

• March 10, 2022  
o “On behalf of the Tribal Nations and Organizations listed below, we respectfully 

request you defer consideration of groups seeking federal acknowledgment to 
the Department of the Interior’s Office of Federal Acknowledgement (OFA).”  



 
Letter from Muscogee Creek Nation   

• March 7, 2022  
o “On behalf of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation, I respectfully request that you defer 

consideration of groups seeking federal acknowledgment to the Department of 
the Interior’s Office of Federal Acknowledgement (OFA).”  
 

Letter from Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians and Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians  
• November 13, 2020  

o “We write to express our opposition to the “Lumbee Recognition Act,” legislation 
that would extend federal acknowledgment as a Tribal Nation to the Lumbees in 
North Carolina and circumvent the Office of Federal Acknowledgment (OFA) 
administrative process at the U.S. Department of the Interior.” 
 

United South and Eastern Tribes Resolutions   
• 11 Resolutions   

o Resolutions include opposition to the Lumbee Tribe and HUD funding for State 
recognized tribes.   

 



2022 Winter Convention 
Tulalip, Washington 

RESOLUTION #2022 - 46 

“Opposition to Federal or State Recognition of the  
Groups Claiming to be a Tribal Nations that Seek to Circumvent the 

Department of the Interior’s Office of Federal Acknowledgment (OFA) 
Process” 

PREAMBLE 

We the members of the Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians of the United States, invoking the 
divine blessing of the Creator upon our efforts and purposes, in order to preserve for ourselves 
and our descendants rights secured under Indian Treaties, Executive Orders, and benefits to 
which we are entitled under the laws and constitution of the United States and several states, to 
enlighten the public toward a better understanding of the Indian people, to preserve Indian 
cultural values, and otherwise to promote the welfare of the Indian people, do hereby establish 
and submit the following resolution:  

WHEREAS, the Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians (ATNI) are representatives of 
and advocates for national, regional, and specific tribal concerns; and  

WHEREAS, ATNI is a regional organization comprised of American Indians/Alaska 
Natives (AI/AN) and tribes in the states of Washington, Idaho, Oregon, Montana, Nevada, 
Northern California, and Alaska; and  

WHEREAS, the health, safety, welfare, education, economic and employment 
opportunity, and preservation of cultural and natural resources and tribal sovereignty are primary 
goals and objectives of the ATNI; and 

WHEREAS, the U.S. Congress is considering legislation that would federally recognize 
as sovereign tribal nations and circumvent the Department of the Interior’s Office of Federal 
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Acknowledgment (OFA) process that considers petitions from groups claiming to be tribal 
nations; and  

WHEREAS, in 1978, in response to a study published by the American Indian Policy 
Review Commission, and with the support of the National Congress of American Indians, the 
Department of the Interior established an agency now called the OFA to administer a fact-based 
process to determine whether a group claiming to be an historical tribe or tribes should be 
recognized by the United States as a sovereign tribal nation; and  

WHEREAS, at the OFA, experts in history, genealogy, and anthropology determine 
whether a group meets the criteria to be federally recognized as a tribal nation; and  

WHEREAS, without OFA review to discern fact from fiction, the Congress makes 
federal recognition decisions based on politics and emotion rather than merit; and 

WHEREAS, the OFA process protects established Tribal Nations from arbitrary and 
political acknowledgment of groups claiming to be tribal nations; and  

WHEREAS, some states have acknowledged groups claiming to be tribes as tribes, 
without processes that closely evaluate tribal and Native ancestry claims; and  

WHEREAS, recognition of groups claiming to be tribal nations with uncertain status as 
historical tribes and without a close review of claims to Native ancestry imperils the government-
to-government relationship between the United States and federally recognized tribal nations, 
including the members of the Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians of the United States; now 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that ATNI does hereby assert its opposition to 
federal legislation and state actions that would circumvent the Department of the Interior’s 
Office of Federal Acknowledgement (OFA) process. 

CERTIFICATION 

The foregoing resolution was adopted at the 2022 Winter Convention of the Affiliated 
Tribes of Northwest Indians, Tulalip Resort, Tulalip, Washington September 18 – 22, 
2022 with a quorum present. 

______________________________ ______________________________ 
Leonard Forsman, President   Norma Jean Louie, Secretary 
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